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Abstract: Medical image assessment is based on segmentation at its fundamental
stage. Deep neural networks have been more popular for segmentation work in
recent years. However, the quality of labels has an impact on the training performance of these algorithms, particularly in the medical image domain, where both
the interpretation cost and inter-observer variation are considerable. For this reason, a novel optimized deep learning approach is proposed for medical image segmentation. Optimization plays an important role in terms of resources used,
accuracy, and the time taken. The noise in the raw medical image are processed
using Quasi-Continuous Wavelet Transform (QCWT). Then, feature extraction
and selection are done after the pre-processing of the image. The features are optimally selected by the Golden Eagle Optimization (GEO) method. Speciﬁcally, the
processed image is segmented accurately using the proposed Generative Heap
Belief Network (GHBN) technique. The execution of this research is done on
MATLAB software. According to the results of the experiments, the proposed framework is superior to current techniques in terms of segmentation performance
with a valid accuracy of 99%, which is comparable to the other methods.
Keywords: Deep learning; optimization; segmentation; medical images; tumors;
classiﬁcation

1 Introduction
Segmenting medical images is a critical part of image assessment. Numerous image analysis programs
rely on automated image segmentation as a foundational feature [1]. The challenge of image segmentation in
medical image analysis is thus critical. Anatomical structural studies, tumor, and lesion identiﬁcation, and
treatment planning before radiation therapy all need accurate segmentation in medical image processing
[2]. Nevertheless, image segmentation is a time-consuming, specialized operation with low repeatability.
As a result, image segmentation’s beneﬁts and drawbacks are critical in image-guided surgery [3]. In
medical image segmentation, traditional machine learning algorithms have shown some success in
improving classiﬁcation accuracy and resilience [4].
Tumor research is now the most signiﬁcant area of study for academics. The brain is located at the center
of the neurological system. As a result, when there is a problem with brain cells, it may lead to major health
difﬁculties, and early detection is critical [5]. Tumor classiﬁcation and Tumor-affected area identiﬁcation are
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regarded as the most important activities in cancer classiﬁcation. Different therapeutic imaging applications
need an automated capacity to examine the organ’s anatomy and abnormalities [6]. Deep learning theory
is well-suited to medical image segmentation due to of its generalizability and feature extraction
capabilities [7].
Using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [8], Artiﬁcial Neural Network [9] for image
classiﬁcation, object recognition, and segmentation has been a huge success in recent years [10]. One
reason for their growing popularity is their ability to extract low, mid, and high-level characteristics
without involving manual efforts [11]. Lower layer ﬁlters extracts the local informtion, while more
complicated objects are recognized by higher-layer ﬁlters, which build on previous layers’ work [12].
Deep learning has challenges when it comes to medical image segmentation. Medical image attributes
cannot be used to build a deep learning network structure, and the deep learning model’s generalizability
is limited [13]. In addition, it is challenging to collect enough training data due to the high annotation
costs [14].
In this research, the main aim is to identify an accurate diagnosis of tumors from the human body using
the medical image segmentation approach. At ﬁrst in the preprocessing phase, the Quasi-Continuous Wavelet
Transform(QCWT) method removes the noise. The different features are deﬁned for extracting the features
from the images. Then, Golden Eagle Optimization (GEO) is proposed for feature selection. Furthermore, the
novel Generative Heap Belief Network (GHBN) is proposed for the ﬁnal image segmentation. Finally, the
various performance metric measures are used to validate the developed.
The organization of this article is as follows: Section 2 provides the recent literature related to this
research.The problem deﬁnition is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, contributes to the the proposed
model of medical image segmentation. Section 5 provides the consequences, discussion, and comparison
of results obtained. Finally, the paper is concluded in the Section 6.
2 Related Works
Various research works are held in previous studies for medical image segmentation. Some images are
analyzed for this current research function, which is summarized as follows: Recently, different metaheuristic methods have been developed for overcoming the image segmentation issues like Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) [15], Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) [16], Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [17], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [18], Fireﬂy Optimization (FFO) [19], Cuckoo Search Algorithm
(CSA) [20], etc. All the methods presented in the literature have certain restriction for segmentation of
images. In computer vision applications and medical imaging systems, the performance of segmentation
is estimated using Jaccard and Dice score index. For this reason, Eelbode et al. [21] investigated the
theoretical function of metric loss and optimal weighting system for the optimized Jaccard and Dice score
index using weighted cross-entropy method. The consequences of these approaches are validated with the
six medical images. However, the variation of intensity tends to create false results.
Moreover, Calisto et al. [22] developed a self-adaptive based 2D to 3D ensemble method in fully
convolutional networks method which is referred to as AdaEn-Net for the segmentation of 3D medical
images. The multi-objective evolutionary algorithm is used to improve the accuracy of segmentation as
well as reduce the parameter quantity. Indeed, only limited parameters are considered for the validation of
image segmentation.
The image segmentation in medical imaging is improved by an Intelligent Fuzzy Level Set Method
(IFLSM) and Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization developed by Radha et al. [23]. The execution of
this work is done for the image segmentation of brain tissues. The contributed works have achieved the
ﬁnest stability than the other methods. Yet, the computational efﬁciency and time consumption is very poor.
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Consequently, multi-objective adaptive convolutional neural network (AdaResU-Net) is proposed by
Calisto et al. [24] for the automatic segmentation of medical images. The model size and accuracy of the
developed model is optimized by the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MEA). The observation
shows that the proposed method has achieved superior performance than others. However, certain
parameters are only considered for the system validation.
Recently, Mohamed et al. [25] developed a new hybrid thresholding method for the image segmentation
of chest X-ray pictures from the COVID-19 patients. In this work, the Kapur’s entropy function is improved
by the combination of Whale optimization with the Slime Mold algorithm (SMA). The performance of the
hybrid model is estimated with the different X-ray images with the threshold rate of 30. However, the point of
threshold ﬁnding is complex. The conventional research progression has certain drawbacks. Thus, new
approaches are seriously required by proposing a novel algorithm for medical image segmentation using
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computer Tomography (CT) images.
3 Problem Statement
In biomedical image segmentation, the problem is exacerbated by the following factors:
 As a result, crowd-computing in the biomedical image segmentation domain is almost impossible,
since only professionals can contribute accurate annotations.
 High-throughput biomedical investigations generate numerous images, and annotating those images
at the pixel level necessitates a large workforce.
 A general training dataset and transfer learning techniques can’t be used to solve all kinds of
segmentation tasks due to the dramatic differences in biomedical images, e.g., different imaging
modalities and specimens.
 Deep learning models need a particular set of training knowledge to obtain automated segmentation
performances. Many topic experts may be required hundreds of hours to annotate on an authentic
biomedical picture segmentation project due to these factors.
4 Proposed Framework
Anew deep learning model optimization technique that iteratively offers the most interesting annotation
data to enhance the model’s segmentation performance is developed in this study. Because of these problems,
designing a framework that can precisely incorporate a deep learning approach into an optimization
procedure may be difﬁcult. For example, a deep learning model must have a solid generalization capacity,
and it must perform well during the whole training set development.
Additionally, segmentation output accuracy must be very high and precise. To overcome these
challenges, this research designs a new image segmentation framework with different major components.
Initially, the QCWT method has been reducing the noises in the dataset images during the pre-processing
stage. Then, the various features are extracted from the feature extraction steps. Furthermore, the exact
features are selected via Golden Eagle Optimisation (GEO) method. Also, accurate segmentation can take
place using the proposed GBHN approach. The proposed methodology of image segmentation in the
medical system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Proposed methodology of image segmentation in medical system
4.1 Pre-processing –QCWT Method
An image’s contaminants or distracting elements are removed during pre-processing. Noise reduction is
one of the most difﬁcult issues in medical image processing. There have been a number of ways to noise
reduction explored in the past. The proposed QCWT is overcome the discrete wavelet transform function
in pre-processing. This method of pre-processing is easy to design due to its simple basic technique. A
dyadic sampling of scales and a non-redundancy frequency both are maintained by QCWT and in
carrying uniform sampling time. In this transform, they contribute better in time-frequency localization.
The low pass and high pass ﬁlters are applied to the data at every level and it generates two sequences
for the upcoming level. The generated sequences have an equal length, and passed as the input sequence
and it gives redundant information. There is no down sampling and hence there is no loss of
informationoccurs in this technique. The function of QCWT is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Quasi continuous wavelet transform (QCWT) in image pre-processing stage
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A common conversion equation of QCWT based on coefﬁcients Sm;n are given in Eq. (1).
X
Aðk Þd0m;n ðk Þ
Sm;n ¼
k2p

5

(1)

where, Aðk Þ is the input medical image and detached wavelet is expressed as d0m;n ðzÞ in Eq. (1). The different
coefﬁcients can be evaluated by the detail and approximation coefﬁcient by the Eqs. (2) and (3) as,

 X m
(2)
f ðk  lÞscm1;n ðlÞ
scm;n ðk Þ ¼ " 2m1 ½f1 scm1;n ¼
X
 m1

dcm;n ðk Þ ¼ " 2 ½l1 scm1;n ðnÞ ¼
(3)
l m ðk  lÞdcm1;n ðlÞ
where the wavelet coefﬁcients are denoted by dcm;n and scm;n , which represents detail coefﬁcients and scaling
coefﬁcients, created via convolution order of input image sequence Aðk Þ,  represented as convolution,
" 2m1 ½f1  ¼ f m ðk Þ be the over sampling of low pass ﬁlter f m1 ðk Þ coefﬁcients and " 2m1 ½l1  ¼ l m ðk Þ be
the over sampling of high pass ﬁlter l m1 ðnÞ coefﬁcients.
 e
l ð2k Þ
¼ le1 ðk Þ
e
 l eð2k þ 1Þ ¼ 0e1
(4)
f ð2k Þ
¼ f ðk Þ
f e ð2k þ 1Þ ¼ 0
From the Eq. (4), up-sampling the low pass ﬁlter ðl 1 Þ and high pass ﬁlter ðf 1 Þ by a factor at every stage
by 2. Hence, the coefﬁcients such as detail and scaling have the equal length ðGc Þ as the input image Aðk Þ,
where, ðGc Þ ¼ 2m generating the output image as more accurate. The number of limited levels in the
processing technique is deﬁned by the Eq. (5),
2  0 3
f
log 0s
6
f su 7
7
(5)
Nl ¼ int6
4 logð2Þ 5 þ 2
where, f 0su is the initial image, f 0s is the sampling frequency. The defect of the noise is indicated by the energy
eigenvalue calculation and this resolves the noise issues in the medical images.
4.2 Feature Extraction
After pre-processing, the segmented image is subjected to a feature extraction. To reduce the initial data
set, the feature extraction step extracts the most signiﬁcant characteristics. A person’s ability to achieve
accurate categorization is greatly inﬂuenced by their ability to choose the best attributes. In this suggested
research, a feature extraction approach based on Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Local
Binary Features (LBF) is considered. GLCM is a method to extract the pixel-based statistical and textural
features from images. Using a GLCM, the Haralick texture features are computed which is a typical way
to describe image texture. Haralick texture features are calculated from a Gray Level Co-occurrence
Matrix, (GLCM), a matrix that counts the co-occurrence of neighboring gray levels in the image. The
GLCM is a square matrix that has the dimension of the number of gray levels N in the region of interest
(ROI).Since it is easy to implement and produces a collection of texture descriptors that can be interpreted.
4.3 Feature Selection using Golden Eagle Algorithm
Initialize the features from the extracted features from each cycle, which is expressed as
f 2 f1; 2; 3; ……:Pg. The features are selected from the current value of the features and the optimal
value of the features. The selection process is estimated using Eq. (6),
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Fi ≡ Of  Of

(6)

where Fi is the distance tracking of feature selection at ith node, Of is ﬁnest values far away by features f and
Of is the present position of feature value. If the current feature value is not satisﬁed then the exploration
function can takes place, which is articulated in Eq. (7),
Xf
hf ¼C
(7)
h1 f1 þ h2 f2 þ … hf ff ¼ c )
i¼1 i i
where h1 ; h2 …::hf are the cluster vector and f1 ; f2 ; …::ff are the decision vector of ith feature portion. The
updated features has been optimized by Eq. (8) as,
Dfoptimize ¼ r1 fir ðn þ 1Þ

~
~i
D
Ci
þ r2 fri ðn þ 1Þ
~i k
kD
k~
Ci k

(8)

where r1 and r2 are the arbitrary vector is in the limit of [0,1], fir ðn þ 1Þ is the initial feature value in the nth
iteration, ~
Ci is the coefﬁcient of effective feature rate and eir ðt þ 1Þ is the updated receiver feature. The next
iteration of Golden Eagle Optimisation for further reconstructing function is evaluated using Eq. (9),
f nþ1 ¼ f n þ Dfoptimize

(9)

New positions of features that are more ﬁt are stored in memory, and old positions are discarded if the
new positions are superior. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, the memory is left untouched, but the feature value is
relocated to a different location inside the system. This iteration picks a random feature point from the
population, calculates strike vector, cruise vector, and ultimately the step vector and new position for the
following iteration to circle about its most-visited place. Any of the termination requirements must be met
for this loop to continue.
4.4 GBHN for Image Segmentation
The affected portion in the input medical images is segmented by the proposed GBHN method. This
method is developed based on the combination of deep belief network along with the heap optimization.
Deep belief network is a kind of deep learning algorithm and heap optimization is one of the recent
natural inspired algorithms which are inspired from the corporative organization. The GBHN method has
three different layers such as hidden, input as well as output layer. Each layers are separated as two
section one is visible and another one is hidden. The visible layer enclosed with the input and output
layer also, the hidden layer is enclosed with the hidden side of the network. Moreover, the learning
parameters in the deep functions are optimized by the heap optimization. The visible node ð xÞ of the
network is denoted as vx and the hidden node ð yÞ is represented as hy . The node vx and hy is in the form
of binary function and the range is 0 to 1. Then, the visible network layer probabilities are evaluated
using Eq. (10)
1 X1 T ðv;hÞ
f
(10)
Pvx ¼
h
m
The hidden and visible network energy part is denoted as T ðv; hÞ and the normalizing function of the
system is considered as m. Furthermore, the hidden and visible network probabilities are evaluated by the
Eqs. (11) and (12),
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X


Phy ¼ P hy ¼ 1jv ¼ gðzy þ
Lxy vx Þ

(11)

x

Pvx ¼ Pðvx ¼ 1jhÞ ¼ gðzy þ

X

Lxy vx Þ

(12)

x

The weight rate of the segmentation node ð xÞ and ð yÞ is denoted as Lxy and the sigmoid action of logistic
is represented as g. Also, the weight of the input medical data is given to the training part at this time the
gradient decent approach is performed, which is expressed in Eq. (13),
@logðPðvx Þ
(13)
@vxy
@logðPðvx Þ
where, the part of gradient
is evaluated by the average difference between the tested and trained
@vxy
data. Initialize the trained data to the heap optimization. The training function is begins from the visible layer.
Consider, population size of the each network node as asi with the reference to the visible node vx , which is
expressed by Eq. (14)

Lxy ðn þ 1Þ ¼ Lxy ðnÞ þ g

asi ðn þ 1Þ ¼ As þ aj s As  asi ðnÞ

(14)

where, the number of iteration is represented as n, the sth component vector is denoted as s, the absolute rate is
represents as | |. Then, the vector j s is estimated by Eq. (15) as,
js ¼ 2d  1

(15)

where d is the generated random number in the range of 0 to 1. Moreover, the parameter a are estimated by
the Eq. (16),


N
nmod
U
(16)
a¼2
N
4U
where, N is the overall iteration number and cy is denoted as the user deﬁned constraints. At the time of
iteration, the rate of U falls from 2 towards zero then once it attained the value zero the drive regulation
cycle increases as 2 with the average iteration. The role of aj s As  asi ðnÞ in Eq. (17) decides the
position of segmentation to the learning parameters. Thus, the each search agent asi updates is
segmentation with the setpoint to is arbitrarily selected to its nearby points expressed as,


 s
 s
^ < f as ðnÞ
Ed þ aj s Eds  asi ðnÞ ; f E
s
i
d


ai ð n þ 1Þ ¼
(17)
asi þ aj s Eds  asi ðnÞ f ðsd Þ  f asi ðnÞ
where, f is the main objective function and evaluate the ﬁtness of medical image segmentation, n is the
current iteration, and d is the random node vector. Thus, this function provides the exploitation and
exploration behavior to the exact affected portion in the images. Random selection of the exact nearby
points incorporates the variation and continuously searching around the ﬁnest solution attained
exploitation. Then, the segmented data from the visible as well as hidden layer are stored and to form a
new accurate output in Eq. (18),
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DLxy ¼ gð , vx hy .  , v0x h0 y . Þ

(18)

where the learning rate is denoted as g and , : . is denoted as the training medical image. The medical
image is segmented into test and trained image. The tested image is segmented as affected/tumor portion.
The segmented image weights are updated for the accurate segmentation in Eq. (19)
DLxy ¼ , v0x h0 y . þ gð , vx hy . image  , v0x h0 y Þreconstruction

(19)

Then the consequences show the effective segmentation for medical images. The procedure for the
proposed GBHN segmentation method is detailed in algorithm 1.
The ﬂow chart of proposed medical image segmentation is illustrated in Fig. 3. The process of each
phase in segmentation of medical images for the affected portion identiﬁcation is explored till the ﬁnal
solution is achieved.
Algorithm 1: Proposed Generative Heap Belief Network segmentation
Input:

Feature selected input data

Initialize the parameters of GBHN technique
// visible and hidden node
Assume vx and hy
Compute visible network layer probabilities
For hidden layers Pðhy ¼ 1jvÞ
Perform hidden network layer probabilities
For visible layers Pðvx ¼ 1jhÞ
Perform visible network layer probabilities
Apply gradient descent function //training the data
Provide heap optimization for the learning parameters for proper segmentation
asi ðn þ 1Þ ¼ As þ aj s As  asi ðnÞ
Compute nearby points of accurate segmentation by Eq. (18)


 s
 s
^ < f as ðnÞ
Ed þ aj s Eds  asi ðnÞ ; f E
s
i
d


ai ðn þ 1Þ ¼
asi þ aj s Eds  asi ðnÞ f ðsd Þ  f asi ðnÞ
Update the state of weights of the segmented images
`Reconstruct the process
Output
Finest solution is obtained
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Figure 3: Flowchart of proposed medical image segmentation
5 Results and Discussion
This section is enclosed with the result and discussion of proposed approaches for medical image
segmentation. The proposed method has been validated on the medical datasets of UCI machine learning
2017. The implementation of this work is carried out using MATLAB 2018b software in the windows
platform. Moreover, the performance of the developed model is compared with the conventional methods
for validating the efﬁciency of the proposed approaches in medical image segmentation.
5.1 Experimental Results
The main aim of this research is to segment the tumors from the different phases using optimized deep
learning methods. The performance of proposed system is estimated by various evaluation measures.
Also, the results from the developed method have been compared with the different conventional
methods related to this research. The sample images collected from the data set for proper validations,
which is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Sample medical images from the datasets (a) Brain tumor (b) Spinal cord tumor (c) Kidney tumor
(d) Prostate and (e) Lung cancer
In the primary step of preprocessing stage takes place using the QCWT based noise reduction method.
The noise from the images are removed by this approach. The accurate medical image segmentation is
achieved by the proposed GHBN method. Then, the exact features are extracted using the GLCM and
LBF approaches. Consequently, the optimal features are selected using the GEO method. At last, the
GHBN method has segmented the medical images accurately. The achieved segmented results for the
input medical images by the proposed GHBN method are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Comparitive analysis of segmented images
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5.2 Comparative Analysis
The comparative analysis is explained in this section. The proposed approach is compared with different
conventional methods such as IFLSM [23], AdaResU-Net [24], WO-SMA [25] and Deep Residual Networks (Deep ResNets) [26]. The comparision of different method and the segmented output is detailed in
Fig. 5. The performance of the system is validated with the various parameters such as Accuracy,
Sensitivity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), Speciﬁcity, and Negative Predictive Value (NPV), False
Negative value (FNV) and False Positive Value (FPV).
Speciﬁcity: The speciﬁcity value is estimated based on the relation of true negative amount to the overall
of false positive and true negative values.
Specificity ¼

True NegativeAmount
True NegativeAmount þ False PositiveAmount

(20)

Sensitivity: The sensitivity value is deﬁned as the relation of true positive numbers to the overall of false
negatives as well as true positive values.
Sensitivity ¼

True PositiveAmount
True PositiveAmount þ False NegativeAmount

(21)

Accuracy: The value of accuracy for the medical image segmentation is estimated based on the metrics
obtained from the speciﬁcity as well as sensitivity.
Accuracy ¼

TureðPositive þ NegativeÞ
TureðPositive þ NegativeÞ þ FalseðPositive þ NegativeÞ

(22)

FPR: The FPR value is estimated based on the relation of false positive prediction to the overall negative
values.
FPR ¼

FalsePositives
ðFalse Positive þ TrueNegativeÞ

(23)

FNR: The FNR value is estimated based on the relation of false negative prediction to the overall
negative values.
FNR ¼

FalseNegatives
ðFalse Negative þ TruePositiveÞ

(24)

NPV: The value of NPV is deﬁned as the relation of negative true value to the addition of overall
negative false and true rate.
NPV ¼

TureNegatives
ðTrue þ FalseÞNegative

(25)

PPV: The value of PPV is estimated by the ratio of positive results obtained by the developed
methodology.
PPV ¼

TurePositives
ðTrue þ FalseÞPositive

(26)

Moreover, the Performance evaluations of segmentation results are detailed in Fig. 6. The conventional
Deep ResNets has attained 0.92 accuracy, AdaResU-Net with 0.89 and HSMA-WOA with 0.90, which is less
over the proposed method. However, the proposed method has attained superior performance than the
traditional method; the suggested method has achieved 0.999 of accuracy. Similarly, the observation
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shows that the proposed method has attained more sensitivity and speciﬁcity than the earlier segmentation
techniques.

Figure 6: Performance evaluations of segmentation results
Furthermore, the FNR and FPR of the system is compared with the conventional methods like are
illustrated in Fig. 6. It shows that the proposed system has attained more reliable than the earlier methods.
5.3 Discussion
The observation shows that the conventional methods have certain limitation over the proposed method.
The conventional Deep ResNets [26] method has consume more time over the other methods and also the
AdaResU-Net [24] method has attained high skill but the computational problem of this method is more.
Moreover, the IFLSM [23] has attained higher error rate over other methods. The reliability of the
proposed system is very high compared with the earlier segmentation strategies. Thus, the overall
comparative analysis demonstrates that the proposed method has achieved ﬁnest performance in image
segmentation system while compared with the conventional methods. Also, it proves that the proposed
method has consumed more accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity and reduced false segmentation. Therefore,
the results show the effective performance of proposed method in medical image segmentation.
6 Conclusion
The objective is to determine which part of the brain is afﬂicted from the input MRIs and CT pictures.
This work proposes an optimized deep learning framework consisting of deep belief and heap optimization
that achieves state-of-the-art segmentation performances while using the full training data and golden eagle
optimization is used for feature selection to signiﬁcantly reduce the burden of manual labeling in medical
image segmentation tasks. It is the primary goal of this research to distinguish between the normal tissue
around the damaged region and the abnormal tumor. Unique value measures are used to assess the
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display. As a result, this framework produces better results than current state-of-the-art segmentation
performance.
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